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The curious little city of Eureka sits in the lavish Tobacco Valley, providing an enchanting central avenue and community accommodation. Eureka keeps the history alive and well within the infamous Tobacco Valley Historical Village (an assortment of reestablished structures), and flaunts a bottling works and two greens, including the tip top #1 appraised fairway in Montana—the Wilderness Club. Increase simple access to the Ten Lakes Scenic and Lake Koocanusa Area, with miles of climbing trails, angling streams and campgrounds. Eureka is only minutes from the U.S./Canada outskirt.

About Eureka, Montana

Initially known as “Deweyville,” Eureka was established in the mid-1880s as pilgrims moved north from Missoula and south from Canada. (The Historical Village at the south finish of town incorporates various structures and antiquities dating from the hour of the town’s inceptions.) It was one of the last best regions to be created in Montana in outskirts times, and logging was a significant wellspring of salary for a considerable length of time. Eureka was otherwise called the “Christmas Tree Capital of the World,” with evergreens sent to numerous urban focuses for occasion deals. (This year – 2017 – Christmas trees bound for Washington, D.C., will be looked over the Kootenai National Forest.)

In any case, logging declined in the mid-1990s, and the zone presently relies upon the travel industry, particularly in the late spring. Today, Eureka is the main business center inside a 50-mile range. Its enlisted populace of only somewhat more than 1,000 is developing and maturing, as retirees find the tranquil excellence of the territory.

Eureka isn’t simply outside enjoyment. It likewise brags a great assortment shops, craftsmanship displays, top notch food, and even a cinema. (See this current site’s Directory.)

Lincoln County Jail, Montana

The Lincoln County Jail holds prisoners that have been blameworthy and condemned to county prison time (short of what one year). The office likewise holds individuals who have been blamed for a wrongdoing, and who are anticipating preliminary, however can’t get out on bail. We hold prisoners for the entirety of the neighborhood organizations.

The office is equipped for holding a sum of 29 grown-up male and female people. Versatile beds nicknamed ‘pontoons’ are utilized in overpopulation circumstances to guarantee clean conditions for resting and eating. The entirety of the detention officials is prepared and confirmed all things considered by Montana Public Safety Officer Standards and Training (POST). They can do mouth to mouth and fundamental emergency treatment. Our detention office is authorized by the Montana Department of Corrections.

Lincoln County Jail Basic Things to Know

Prisoners approach active telephone utilities gave by Securus Technologies. For client inquiries regarding charging and get to, it would be ideal if you call 1-800-844-6591, 24 hours per day.

Prisoners are taken care of three times each day using the administrations of a guaranteed nourishment administrations merchant. Breakfast and supper are hot dinners. Lunch is a sack feast with an intermittent hot soup.

Prisoners have everyday access to an entertainment room which has practice tangles, a Foosball table, and a library.

The office is kept spotless and sterile consistently. The detainees are given cleaning gear consistently to clean their individual cell and day use territories.

Prisoners approach crisis and non-crisis clinical consideration consistently.

Prisoners approach grocery store two times every week, which incorporates nourishment, stationary, and cleanliness things.

Things You Need to Know

Hoping to move to Eureka, MT? We have all that you need to think about the key factors that could make this the best spot for you, including Eureka, MT land. We should begin with the rudiments: Eureka, MT is situated in Lincoln County. It has a populace of 1,254, and we have a cool diagram beneath that shows the city’s ethnic assorted variety, just as other significant statistical data points.

Shouldn’t something be said about average cost for basic items in Eureka, MT? The middle salary in Eureka, MT is $26,786 and the middle home estimation is $124,200, which should give you a smart thought of its reasonableness.

The Sunburst Foundation endeavors to bring a noteworthy schedule of performing expressions to the network, including music for The Farmers’ Market, Shakespeare in the Park, and shows on cool winter evenings.

In the late 1970s, Eureka started “Meeting Days – Hotrods and Buckskins” on the last entire end of the week in April consistently. Other yearly occasions are The Rodeo, The Bull Thing, Lincoln County Fair, The Quilt Show, and that’s just the beginning. (See this current site’s landing page for current exercises.)

The Historical Village in Eureka, Montana is an assortment of notable structures and antiquities from the Tobacco Valley region. The properties, which incorporate ten structures and their substance, are kept up and managed by volunteer laborers and pledge drives propelled by a worry to save the historical backdrop of the Tobacco Valley zone. This interesting assortment of structures and antiquities was made conceivable by liberal gifts from various private contributors and Lincoln Electric Cooperative. A portion of the structures and curios go back to the 1880s and 1920s. They incorporate a general store, school building, library, church, two log lodges, hand-slashed house, railroad warehouse, rear, and fire tower, some of which were saved during the Libby Dam development time in the late 1960s. Translators are nearby and all structures are available to the general population from Memorial Day through Labor Day 1 to 5 p.m.

The Fewkes General Store, which fills in as a gallery, is additionally the safe of a huge assortment of authentic materials gave by associations and inhabitants of the Tobacco Valley. This incorporates a broad, appropriately classified and enlisted document of composed and photographic materials. These materials are accessible for inquire about at a negligible fee. Volunteers at the town offer interpretative and open projects, lead explore, and make shows from their broad assortment of memorabilia gave by various families.

The Historical Village is likewise a wellspring of guest data for the Tobacco Valley and the grounds are accessible for both private and open events. The town additionally includes a local plant show intended to show the worth and significance of local plants and creatures to Native Americans and early pioneers to the zone and the proceeded with significance of safeguarding the zone’s normal asset legacy.
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